
TIME TABLE FOR PRAYERS AND FASTING
TN ABNORMAL ZONES

( By Dr.Muhammad Hamîdullah )
HOURS OF SERVICES

Usually the first service (Fajr) must be celebrated when one
rises up, i.e., betwen dawn and sunrise. The second (Zuhr,
and for that sake, also the Friday service), at noon and con-
tinues for about three hours. The third ('Asr), late in the
afternoon, yet before the sunset. The fourth (Maghrib) im-
mediately after sunset, the time continues for about an hour
and a half. The fifth and last ('Isha), when the twilight disap-
pears, any time during the night before dawn breaks,
preferably before midnight.

It will be noticed that these timings are practicable and
without inconvience only in equatorial and tropical countries.
As one mounts towards the poles, the difference betwen the
length of the day and the night gets so great in summer and
winter, that the movements of the sun are of little help. At the
two parallels 900 N and 9go S, that is at the poles, the sun
does not set for six months continuously, with the exception
of the one day of the first equinox, and then remains lisen
above the horizon for the other six months continuously, with
the exception of one day of the second equinox. Even much
below:

at 72" North from May 9 to August 4
70o May 17 July 27
68o May 27 July 17
66" June 13 July 29

the sun remains continuously above the horizon and sets
neither during the "day," nor during the "night". In the cor-
responding period of winter, the sun remains below the
horizon and never rises for a single moment during the 24
hour day. At 660 N., on June 30, the sun rises at 0. j o'clock
and sets at23.46 o'clock; on July 2, it rises at 0.3 o'clock and
sets at 23.32 o'clock, and so on; that is to say, in the remain-
ing few minutes when the sun remains set, all'the three nightly
services of maghrib,'ràa and fajr are to be celebrated. Meà
have been crossing these regions since long, and they are
much more frequented now; they are even being settled. It is
known that the Soviet camps contain màny Muslim
labourers, It goes without saying, that in these- abnormal
climates one can depend on the movements of the sun neither
for services of worship nor for yearly fasting. Even Friday
gets complicated if it is to recur on every seventh setting oî
the sun. The jurists have therefore recommended that bne
should follow there the movements of the clock, and not
those of the sun. But the question arises where to fix the line
separating the normal zone of countries from the abnormal
one, where one enjoys concession? Similarly it becomes
necessary to firrd out exactly the hours to be observed in the
abnormal zone. The rational solution, which has now been
approved by the assemblies of tlre'ulama of different Muslim
countries is the following:

The Qur'an (2:286) has laid down that ,.God tasketh not a
p_erson if not accordilg !o its capacity." And again(94:5-6):
"Because with the difficulty there is a facility. Verily wittr ttie
difficulty-there is a facility." And the Profhet haj not oniy
çgnfigned it by demanding his subordinale and delegatesi
"Facilitate, do not cause difficulties and do not cause p-eople
to detest (the Islamic law), but treat people like broiheri.',
Apart from these general directions, the Prophet has even
replied to the question of abnormally long days in an
apocalyptic Hadith, reported by Muslim, Abu Daùud, Tir-
midhi, Ibn Mâjah and others:
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'trry'hen rhe Dajj[I$iterally the great deceiver)
comes to mislead people. he will remain on the
earth for forty days, first of which as long as a
year, the second as long as a month, the third as
long as a week, and the remaining days as your
normal days. One of the Companinions rose to de-
mand: On the day which will be as long as a year,
would it suffice to celebrate only five services of
worship of the day? The Prophet replied: No, but
calculate."

The first day described here resembles the conditions ob-
taining on 90o parallel North or South, i.e., on the two
poles: the second day those a Iittle south of 68o of the Nor-
thern hemisphere, and the third those a little south of 66o
parallel. Basing themselves on this direction of the Prophet,
the assemblies of Muslim 'ulqmo'have commanded to follow
in such condition the movement of the clock and not of the
sun: and to facilitate the task, they command to follow the
times obtaining on 45o for countries lying between this point
and the pole.

The hours of sunrise and sunset remain practically the same
during all the seasons on the equator, the greatest instability,
or rather the greatest and most unbearable rigour is found at
the poles. Geographers have divided the distance between the
equator and the poles into 90 degrees. Therefore the line of
division has to be tjxed at 4S0 North and 450 South. Those
peoples who live in the cquatorial and tropical countries, i.e.
between the two parallels of 450 on both sides of the
equator, must follow the movements of the sun with their
variations during the different seasons. And those who live
beyond this belt, must follow the hours obtaining on 450
parallel, without regard to their local times of sunrise and
sunset. It will happen that in these abnormal regions one will
break the fasst when the sun will still be shining, in certain
seasons, and in certain others will continue to abstain from
eating and drinking when the sun should have set long ago.
For the timing on 450 the reason is as follows:

The division at the two parallels of 450 N and 450 S divides
the earth theoretically in two equal parts, but as a matter of
fact more than three-fourths of the habitable world is includ-
ed in the normal zone. An overwhelming majority of the in-
habitants of the globe live in the normal zone, which includes
the whole of Africa, India and oceania, practically the whole
of China and the two Americas (with the exception of Canada
and the extremities of Argentina-Chile). It may be brought
pointedly into relief that this division leayes untouched the
millinary habitudes of the Muslims: the countries Islamized in
the time of the Prophet and his compnaions - such as
Arabia, Syria, Turkey, Egypt, Spain, Italy, Southern France,
Iran, Turkistan, India-Pakistan, even as for as the populous
Malaysia and Indonesia - these will continue to praètièe that
of which they have been for centuries accustomed. In Europe
concesslons affect the regioris above Bordeaux-Bucharest-
Sevastopol; in North America those above Halifax-Portland;
and in the southern hemisphere only some small parts of the
South of Argentine -Chile and a few islands south of New
Zealand. The Muslim communities of England, France, Ger-
many, Holland, Scandinavia, Finland, Kazan, Canada, etc.,
will profit by these precision of the Muslim Law, which is
deduced from thc direciions given by the holy Prophet
himself, explained in the preceeding paragraphs. By con-
sulting a map of the world, like the one included herewith,
one can easily find out whether one lives inside or outside the
normal zône, beyond the 450 parallel of the latitude-

If one does not do that but rests clung to the letter even
when the sun sets in summer in 2l hours, the inconvenience
would be that if Ramadan falls in winter, the fasting would be



of 3 hours and even less. The time obtaing at parallel 450
should be observed in all the abnormal zone, and not the sen-
timentally recommended Mecca or Medinah time, in order
not cause heart-burning to Muslims living in the zone between
Medinah and 450 of latitude of North.

_Normally a Muslim has to celebrate every day five services
of worship of God:

l. Dawn Service, any time between the appearance of the
True Dawn, about 90 minutes before sun-rise, and sunrise.

2. À4idday service (zuhr, and for that sake the rveekly Friday
serry-ice also), from noon to late afternoon (,asr). Noon meani
half the time between sunrise and sunset. For'instance if the
sun rises on22nd December at7:36, and sets at 16:22, the day
is of 8 hours and 46 minutes. Half of this is 4 h. 23 m. Adâ
this to the time of sunrise (7.36 0 4:23 # 11.59). After the
precautiona-ry quarter of an hour, one may pray for midday
service at 12 hours 14 minutes, till the time 

-of ,asr prayer. 
-

3. For later afternoon service ('asr), the time begins ât tralf
of the time of afternoon, i.e. from noon till sunset. So if the
noon is at 11.59, and sunset at 16,22, the afternoon has 4 h.
2Jry, Add half of it, 2 h 12m., to the time of noon (ll.S9
C2.12 # 14.ll). After the precautionary quarter hour, one
may pray'asr on that day at 14.26.

4. Evening service, from sunset till the disappearance ofthe
twilight, about I % hours afterwards.

. 5. Night service,, from the disappearance of the twilight till
the appearance of the dawn, ie.,'the time of tnà nrJi iËiïiiË.
.Yet in regions far away from the equator these times ar" tôo
inconvenient to be practical. So instead of rhe moveÀêniiôf
the sun, one calculates and follows the movements of the
cl_o_c_k: and, qs lras been explained, the time obtaining at the
4.57e pa1allel of latitude are valid in all the regions tetween
that latitude and the pole. So, Bordeaux--Bucharest in
Europe, Portland-Halifai in North America constitute the
limit of the normal zone; a_ll countries North of thees places
have to follow the time table of thses places. Mutatis mutan-
dis the same applies to countries in the extreme south of
Argentina and Chile in South America.

B-elow are given the hours for both the parallels 45 % North
al_q 

-45 
% South, in local time. A few w-orcis of explanation

will be useful: (a) We have given only the times oï sunrise
and suns-gt. Midday could be taken as slightly before 12
o'clock till about l2:30 according to seasons (in winter earlier
apd i-n summer later). The hours of the twô other services,
viz., late-afternoon and night, could be calculated accordin[
to the formula given above.

(b) There is a vast diference between the local time and civil
time, and in fact on the equator every 15 miles or so produce
the difference of a minute; the nearèr we are to the ilole the
shorter is the distance for the same quantity of the diiference
of time. In big countries like USA, Canada and USSR the
sunrise on their eastern frontier is 8 to l0 hours earlier than
on the western frontier. Our time table is based on the local
time, and necessary adjustments with the,,civil time', in use in
a country may not be difficult for the intelligent inquirer. For
instance, clocks in France are in advance ofan hour over the
real local time. One has to take into consideration this fact for
the daily services of worship as well as for the beginning and
breaking of the fast.

-. (c) Ol accoult of the sphericity of the earth, an arbitrary
line had to ne drawn where the day should begin. The datê
line now in use passes between Asia and Àmerica: and
political_ considerations have deviated it different points. lt
has its importance for Muslim passengers proceeding, say
from Japan and Australia-lndonesia to Àmerica and viée vei-
sg, by ship or plane. When travelling to America, as soon as
th^ey.cross this imaginary line, therels a difference produced
of 24 hours: Saturday becomes Friday, and another Saturday
comes in due course. And when arriving from America tô
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Asia., a whole.day has to be added at the same point and Fri-
day becomes instantaneously a Saturday. If onè lands before
noon, Friday service has to be observed according to the day
of the destination and nor rhe day of the countù which thê
traveller had left.

(d) The swifter the air travel becomes, there will be newer
problems to be decided. It is now possible to start, say, soon
after sunrise and after some time, in a westerly direction, ar-
rive in a country-where the sun has not yet risen; observing
enroule setting of the sun in the east: or when the departuré
takes place after sunset, the rising of the sun from thè west!
(who knows if that is not the sense of the prediction of the
Holy Prophet of such a phenomenon as a sign of the end of
tt-re- "91{" world?) lnversely a country maÿ be left at six
o'clock instaed of 9.

. (e) Among many problem that arise by the rapid air travel,
is the question of the time of breaking-the fasi: If someoné
has taken his sahur (meal preparatory to fast) at 4 A.M. in
spring time and starts, say, at sunrise (6 A.M.) îrom Tokyo to
Tunis, via Tashkent. After 8 hours flight at 900 km an hour,
when the plane lands, the local time will nor be 2.P.M. but
still 6 A.M., in the morning, and the sun will have risen! It is
so because there is a difference of some 8 hours in the time of
the surise of both these places, and the plane has flown
westwards in the direction of the "march of the sun" with the
same speed as the sun itself. Now, if the passenger waits till 6
P.M. i.e. sunset in Tunis, he will have to fast not for 14
hours, bul 22 hours. Similarly if he travels from Tunis to
Tokyo, the time will run twice as fast as the normal time, and
after 6 hours flight when his wristwatch would show 12
o'clock of midday the sun will be setting somewhere east of
Tashkent and after two more hours when he lands in Tokyo
at 2 P.M. of Tunis time, it will be l0 o'clock in the night in
Japan. Phenomena of the same kind are encountered if one
flies from the North to the South or vice versa, when apart
from time difference, there is even a change of season:
December is the time of chilly winter in Norway and Canada,
but there is peak of summer heat at that moment in Chile and
Cape Town. Commonsense demands that on the day of such
a travel by air, one should abide by the time of the starting
place and not by the ever-changing local time of the countries
traversed, and this is for the fast as will as for the service of
worship.

(0 If and when a Muslim lands on the moon, it will obvious-
ly not be possible to face the earthly Ka'bah in the service of
prayer, nor to follow the sun's rising, passing the meridian
and setting on Earth. What I humbly submit to the Muslim
jurists is to construct a Ka'bah on the moon, at the point
which would be face to face with the earthly Ka'bah, during
equinox time, during a full moon night when our satellite is
just above Mecca. That is, a bit North of the center of the
face of the moon that we see. I think that would lie in the
region named "Ocean of Tranquillity". I am personally so
much the more convinced of this solution, since the Ka'bah is
not confined to the building of the ten odd yards high, but
also what is above in the atmosphere upto the heaven. In a
Hadith of al-Bukhari, the Holy Prophet is reported to have
said that the Earthly Ka'bah is the antipode olthe mosque of
the angels underneath the Throne of God, and so exactly so
that if one were to throw a stone from there, it would fall on
the top of Ka'bah on earth. The great savant Ibn Kathir (in
Bidayah, 1,163) reports that there is a particular Ka'bah on
each of the seven heavens, each for the use of the inhabitants
of that heaven. He adds (in Tafsir, on surah 52, verse 4) that
the name of the Ka'bah on the seventh heaven is al-Bait al-
Ma'mur, and that the earthly Ka'bah is at exactly the antipode
of this heavenly Ka'bah. Our Ka'bah on earth symbolizes as a
window opening directly on the Divine Throne. If that is so,
the permanent residents of moon may even go to their Ka'bah
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for pilgrimage, since coming to earth for that purpose would
be too much for them. This solution may help later to deter-
mine the point of the Qiblah on other stars and planets also, if
man alights and settles there. It may by the way be pointed
out that the days and nights on the moon are not of about 12
hours each, but of 14 days êach. The timing differs on dif-
ferent celestial bodies.

(g) Again, if one were to travel in a sputnik around the
earth, normally it takes about 90 minutes to complete the
flight around. The visibility of the sun will vary according to
the flight from North to South or from South to North, and
also from East to West or from West to East, and also the
parallel of the latitude of the earth around which the sputnik
gravitates; and time of sunrise and sunset will not be once
every 24 hours, but at the most once every one and a half
hour, often in a shorter time still. For us, earthly passengers,
earthly hours of the sun's setting and rising must apply, and
not those of the artificial satellites.

Below we give a map of our earthly would with its normal
and abnormal zones, and difference of hours in different
regions, as also the Date Line, and the antipde of the Ka'bah
at Mecca:

THE NE\T MOON

To terminate, a few words on moon sight. Islamic calendar
has retained the lunar year of 12 months, and at the sight of
the new moon on the Western horizons, about a quarter hour
after sunset, the new month begins. Islamic day begins with
sunset, whereas the westerns begin a few hours later, at mid-
night. Moon sight is important particularly for Ramadan and
its fasting.

The lunar month has either 29 or 30 days, neither less nor
more. This difference comes from the fact that the real
lunaison has 29 days, 12 hours, a few minutes and a few
seconds, but the month begins only on the sight of the cre-
sent, and not the birth of the moon. Further, the moon \ræ(es
and wanes progressivley with the result that the new moon
may be born anytime during the day or the night and in any
plaèe during its revolution around the earth, yet the Islamic
month cannot begin unless the crescent is visible soon after
sunset. At its birth the bright part of the moon is so narrow
that it cannot be seen. [t takes about eight to ten hours for the
crescent to broaden in order to be visible to the eye, provided
the sun is set. So it is natural that if the new moon was invisi-
ble in lndonesia, it yet could be seen in Arabia, Tunis,'
Senegal, or America. Thus the difference of the date is not at
all due to cloud or mist or negligence, but on account of the
laws of nature.

The phenomenon is not new, but the advent of telegraph
and radio brings the news in a few seconds from the west to
the east. What to do if the crescent is sighted in one country
and not in another? The Quaran is silent on the subject, yetl
the Prophet is said to bave given directions about it. In this
Sunan (Kitab 14 Saum, chapter 9: 'when the crescent is seen in
one country one night before ânother'), Abu Dawud reports:
"Kuraib says that Umm al-Fadl (aunt of the Prophet) sent me
(from Madinah) to Mu'awiyah in Damascus. I went there and
iealized her requirements. Ramadan began when I was still in
Damascus. tilVe saw thg new moon Friday evening. I came
back to Madinah at the end of the month (30th Ramadan),
and tbn'Abbas (uncle's son of the Prophet) asked me: 'When
did you see the new moon?' I said: 'On Friday evening.'He in-
sistèd:'tlid you yourself see it?' I replied: 'Yes, and (all) the
people saw it and fasted, and (caliph) Mu'awiyah also fasted.'
Ibn'Abbas aded: But $,e saw it on Saturday evening, so we
shall continue to fast thirty days unless we see the moon
(tonight on our 29th).''I said: 'Is (Caliph) Mu'awiyah's sight

and fast not sufficient?' Ibn'Abbas replied: 'No, so the Pro-
phet has ordered,"(to follow the local moon).

Leaving aside some later jurists who neither knew
astronomy, nor telegraph and radio, who says that the sight
of one place is binding on the whole world, the earliest view is
Abu Hanifah's, who has said: "the sight in the East is binding
on the West". Science confirms him. (He did not say-the
astronomy would reject him- that the sight of the West is
binding on the East). Further, the classical jurists intended by
views a small country or State, where horse could bring news
in a day or two, and never meant such far flung countries as
Indonesia and Senegal.

Just like East and West, the difference of the day of the
sight of new moon comes from the North and South also. For
in summer for instance the sun will set in Indonesia at about 6
P.M., but in Norway and Canada at about midnight, with the
result that if the new moon is not visible in the South, it
should still be seen in the far off North where the day is about
six hours longer.

Islam's practice must remain at the reach of the humblest of
the Muslims. Even our learned astronomers of Muslim coun-
tries are unable to calculate unless non-Muslim Tables appear
every year to perrnii the calculation when the new moon
would be visible in their country; and they commit mistakes
also from time to time in their calculation based on these
foreign data. It is not at all necessay that Muslims of all the
world should fast or feast on the same day; what is necessay
and of real importance is to fast and pray devoutly and
behave piously. To impose the sight of Dakar on Jakarta is
against the o.rder of the Prophet, against the astronomical
science, and simply impractical since the difference of about
ten hours in the timing of these two countries will bring the
ne\rys too late. God guide and guard us.
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